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ABSTRACT
We present a general analytical model for predicting the re-
constructed frame rate of an MPEG stream. Our model
captures the temporal relationships between I-, P, and B-
frames but is independent of the channel and media char-
acteristics. We derive an adaptive FEC scheme from the
general model and verify it by comparing it to the results of
a simulation. The prediction error of the model compared
to the simulation for a wide array of parameter values is less
than 5%. We then use the derived adaptive FEC scheme
to study the optimal rate allocation (i.e., between generat-
ing a higher frame rate or increasing the protection for a
lower frame rate) when equation-based TCP rate control is
used to couple packet rates to channel characteristics such as
round trip time and packet loss probabilities. Surprisingly,
we find that optimal protection levels for I- and P-frames are
relatively static as loss rates increase from 1% to 4% while
changes in the frame type pattern are used to ameliorate the
effects of the increased loss. The study demonstrates how
our model can be used to reveal joint source/channel coding
tradeoffs and how they relate to encoding and transmission
parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of joint source/channel coding (JSCC) is to si-
multaneously solve the problems of efficiently representing
a signal source (i.e., compression) and of transmitting the
signal across a lossy channel (i.e., loss amelioration or re-
covery). While Shannon’s separation principle [17] tells us
that in theory an optimal joint solution can be found from
optimal separate solutions to these two problems, in prac-
tice, these problems are often best considered jointly. For
streaming continuous media, JSCC is often embodied as the
problem of choosing media encoding parameters based on
network conditions and/or designing network protocols that
are informed by how the media is encoded.

Unfortunately, the effects of media encoding parameters,
packet loss, and protocol mechanisms for loss amelioration
are highly non-linear, often hard to predict, and encoding
specific. Analytical models that capture these relationships
are important tools for predicting performance and guiding
adaptation decisions.

This paper presents an analytical model for the MPEG frame
structure in which complex temporal dependencies exist be-
tween frames. Briefly, there are three types of frames in an
MPEG stream. I-frames contain all data necessary for de-
coding and do not depend on any other frames. P-frames
depend on the previous I- or P-frame transmitted. B-frames
depend on both the previous I- or P-frame in display order
as well as the subsequent I- or P-frame in display order. We
review this structure in more detail in Section 3.1 in order to
highlight a few important subtleties. A model that captures
these relationships is important because some form of this
frame structure exists in many different encoding schemes.
This temporal structure exists in MPEG-1, MPEG-2, and
to some degree in MPEG-4 and H.263.

The pattern of I-, P-, and B-frames is an important compo-
nent in determining the effect of loss. If an I-frame is lost,
all frames until the next I-frame are lost (or at least greatly
damaged). Because the dependency of P-frames form a
chain, the effects of losing a P-frame depend on the length
of the dependency chain and the frame’s position within the
chain. In the presence of packet loss, a number of differ-
ent strategies can be employed. One strategy is to reduce
the length of the P-frame dependency chain by generating
I-frames more often. The cost of this strategy is paid in the
fact that I-frames are generally larger than P-frames and
thus the total number of frames per second generated would
decrease given a fixed bandwidth budget. Another strategy
would be to use forward error correction (FEC) to protect I-
or P-frames or soft-ARQ (i.e., retransmission) to recover lost
packets of I- or P-frames. Again, the price of such techniques
is a lower total number of frames per second generated as
bandwidth must be redirected to these mechanisms. The
first strategy employs source coding (i.e., changing the pa-
rameters of the encoding itself), the second strategy employs
channel coding. The strategies are not mutually exclusive,
and the most effective solution may lie in using both to some
degree. Our model can be used to evaluate coding param-
eter changes and resource allocation decisions and predict
performance.



The main contributions of this paper are:

• A general model that captures MPEG frame-
type relationships. We first present a general model
which expresses the expected number of frames per
second of an MPEG stream that can be decoded and
displayed in terms of abstract functions that determine
the rate at which each frame type is generated and a
frame type-specific probability of successful transmis-
sion.

• A specific instantiation of the model for adap-
tive FEC. We then show how this general model can
be instantiated for a specific transmission scheme. In
this case, we construct instantiations of the abstract
functions for an FEC scheme in which bandwidth can
be allocated toward protecting frames from loss in a
frame-type specific manner. In other words, the level
of protection for I-frames can be different than the level
of protection of P-frames or B-frames.

• A demonstration of how the model can be used.
With the FEC instantiation of the model, we demon-
strate how the model can be used to explore the trade-
offs between source coding and channel coding for max-
imizing expected performance. In particular, we cou-
ple our model with equation-based TCP rate control
to explore the optimal FEC allocation decision as a
function of loss rates.

The rest of the paper is organized into 6 sections. Section 2
reviews related work. The general model is presented in
Section 3 and its specific instantiation for adaptive FEC is
presented in Section 4. We measure the accuracy of the
FEC-specific model by comparing MPEG performance pre-
dicted by the model to the results of a simulation. These
results are presented in Section 5. We demonstrate how the
model can be used to explore joint source/channel coding
tradeoff in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the pa-
per.

2. RELATED WORK
The problem of MPEG transmission over lossy packet-switched
networks is well studied. The efforts have, for the most
part, been concentrated on a few areas. One strategy is
to adapt the output of a variable bit rate (VBR) MPEG-
2 coder to dynamic network conditions ([7, 8, 19]). These
investigations concentrate mainly on adapting the quality
of the encoding and not on the mix of frame types. For
pre-recorded MPEG-2 video, research has concentrated on
smoothing techniques to ensure delivery of video streams
given constraints on server capacity, bandwidth, and/or re-
ceiver buffer space ([3, 6, 15, 16]). The effects of packet
loss on MPEG-2 video was studied in [2]. To ameliorate the
effects of loss, FEC and soft-ARQ protocols have been pro-
posed and studied by a number of researchers ([9, 10, 14,
18]). Using MPEG-2 scalability features to divide the video
stream into two or more layers and transmitting each layer
separately is studied in [1, 4, 5, 11, 13]. These studies are
most relevant to the work presented here and we discuss a
subset more thoroughly below.

Of the related work, Wolfinger in [18] takes an approach
most similar to the approach we have taken. He also de-
rives an analytical framework for assessing the frame loss
probability given different frame type patterns and the use
of FEC. The resulting expression has a very similar form
as the expression we derive and involves similar terms. The
main difference, however, is that Wolfinger assumes that the
target rate is constant and independent of packet loss prob-
ability. In our work, the target transmission rate is derived
from equation-based congestion control and thus is a func-
tion of the packet loss probability. The coupling of the loss
rate and the target rate results in much more complex adap-
tation behavior. Furthermore, Wolfinger restricts himself to
frame type patterns such that the distance between I frames
is no more than 10 frames. This restriction is artificial and
does not even allow for the most commonplace static pattern
in use today in which the inter-I frame distance is 15.

In [7], the optimal allocation between FEC and MPEG-2
source coding is studied using a perceptual distortion metric
and an analytical framework that allowed for partially com-
plete frames. In this work, however, no distinction is made
for FEC protection of I-frames versus that of P-frames ver-
sus that of B-frames. In fact, the encoding pattern of frame
types and the total frame rate is held constant while only
quality of the encoded frames is changed. In contrast, we
maintain an average frame size for each frame type (imply-
ing a possibly changing quality factor) while allowing for
variable frame rate and frame type patterns.

In [14], an adaptive FEC scheme that incorporates conges-
tion control is described. They concentrate their investi-
gation in coupling the rate allocated to FEC packets to a
congestion-aware control law. The frame-type coding pat-
tern as well as the source data rate is fixed and only the
amount of FEC generated is allowed to vary. The scheme
can be parameterized to allow separate FEC treatment of
I-, P-, and B-frames, but these allocation tradeoffs are not
made dynamically and instead are set statically. The scheme
is evaluated empirically.

In [1], the MPEG video stream is split into two layers. One
layer is considered high-priority and one layer is considered
low-priority. While the high-priority data is required to re-
cover any video, the low-priority data simply provides ad-
ditional information to improve frame quality. The word
layer is a bit misleading since information from both layers
is packed into every packet. In other words, a receiver can
not choose to receive only high-priority information. The
purpose of the layering is to allow FEC to be applied only
to the high-priority information. A fixed amount of FEC is
applied and total transmission rate is kept constant. Again,
the frame type was not a factor. The scheme was evaluated
empirically, testing the effectiveness of different amounts of
FEC and the tradeoff with video quality.

In summary, our work differs fundamentally from that of
others primarily in two ways:

• We develop an analytical model that incorporates both
the frame type pattern and the resulting reference struc-
ture as well as frame type-specific FEC.
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Figure 1: Typical MPEG frame type pattern with
display and transmission orders.

• We couple our rate allocation with a dynamic TCP-
friendly equation-based congestion control scheme in
which loss probability is the driving parameter.

3. GENERAL MODEL
This section presents the general model which captures the
MPEG frame type relationships. We first review the MPEG
frame structure and their temporal dependencies. We then
proceed to build the model using abstract functions for the
rate at which different frame types are produced and the
probability with which they are successfully transmitted.

3.1 MPEG Frame Structure
As we briefly described in the introduction, MPEG frames
can be classified as one of three types: I, P, or B. I-frames
contain all information required to decode and display the
frame. P-frames may employ motion compensation tech-
niques that exploits information in the previous I- or P-
frame. Thus, a P-frame is dependent on the previous I-
or P-frame. B-frames further exploit motion compensation
techniques by using information in both the previous I- or
P-frame as well as the subsequent I- or P-frame in display
order. Because information in an I- or P-frames may be used
by other frames (i.e., other P-frames or B-frames), the term
reference frame is used to describe a frame that is either an
I-frame or a P-frame.

One subtlety that arises from these temporal relationships
is that the transmission order of MPEG frames may not be
the same as its display order. For example, Figure 1 uses the
letters “I”, “P”, and “B” to symbolize a sequence of MPEG
frames. Below the sequence, the frames are labeled with
their display and transmission order. Notice that frame 4
(a P-frame) is sent ahead of frames 2 and 3 which precede
it in display order. This is because frames 2 and 3 are B-
frames which may depend on frame 4, the subsequent ref-
erence frame. The 15 frame sequence of frame types shown
in Figure 1 is a de facto standard used by many MPEG en-
coders (the 16th frame in the sequence is the start of the next
15 frame sequence). Although this pattern is very common,
it is not mandated by the standard and almost any pattern
can be used. Later in the paper, we will refer to this 15
frame pattern as the “standard” pattern.

3.2 Model Components
To build the general model, we introduce a number of ab-
stract functions to represent the rates at which different
frame types are generated and the probabilities with which
they are successfully transmitted. These abstract functions
must be instantiated for specific encoding and transmis-
sion schemes. One such instantiation for an adaptive FEC
scheme is given in Section 4.

First, we define functions for the number of frames of a
particular frame type generated per unit time:

fI(.) The number of I-frames generated per second.

fP (.) The number of P-frames generated per second.

fB(.) The number of B-frames generated per second.

Now, we define functions for the probability that a frame of
a specific type is successfully transmitted. Note that this is
different from the probability of being able to reconstruct
and display the frame because of the interframe dependen-
cies of I-, P-, and B-frames. These functions only describe
the probability of successfully transferring the data associ-
ated with a specific frame. Define these functions as:

gI(.) The probability of successful transmission for an I-
frame.

gP (.) The probability of successful transmission for an P-
frame.

gB(.) The probability of successful transmission for an B-
frame.

Combining these functions, we can express the expected
number of frames per second that will be successfully re-
ceived for each frame type as:

f∗
I (.) = fI(.)gI(.) The expected number of I-frames per sec-

ond successfully transmitted.

f∗
P (.) = fP (.)gP (.) The expected number of P-frames per

second successfully transmitted.

f∗
B(.) = fB(.)gB(.) The expected number of B-frames per

second successfully transmitted.

3.3 Estimated Reconstructed Frame Rate
The general model provides an expression for the estimated
number of frames per second successfully reconstructed given
the interframe dependency structure of I-, P-, and B-frames.
This estimate can be broken down into frame type-specific
components. In other words, the expected reconstructed
frame rate can be expressed as the sum of the expected
reconstructed frame rates for I-, P-, and B-frames. Let-
ting E(.) represent the total expected reconstructed frame
rate and EI(.), EP (.), and EB(.) type-specific reconstruc-
tion rates, the general model is expressed as:

E(.) = EI(.) + EP (.) + EB(.) (1)

To increase readability, we will omit the symbols “(.)” used
to indicate an abstract function for the rest of this section.
We now derive analytical expressions for each subcomponent
of E.

3.3.1 EI

The expression for EI is simply the number of successfully
transmitted I-frames since these frames have no dependency
on any other frames. Thus we have:

EI = f∗
I (2)



3.3.2 EP

An expression for EP is not as easily constructed. The re-
covery of a P-frame depends in part on the recovery of the
reference frame it depends on. This reference frame is either
an I-frame or another P-frame.

For the subsequent analysis, we define the following symbols:

pI Probability of successful reconstruction of an I-frame.

pP Probability of successful reconstruction of a P-frame.

pR Probability of successful reconstruction of a reference
frame (i.e., either a I- or P-frame) required for a P-
frame.

We first note that for I-frames, the probability of successful
reconstruction is the same as the probability of successful
transmission. Thus:

pI = gI (3)

We can rearrange the terms of the definition of f∗
I to provide

an expression for gI in terms of fI and f∗
I giving us:

pI =
f∗

I

fI
(4)

With these symbols defined, we can begin to find EP by
setting it to the P-frame generation rate multiplied by prob-
ability of successful reconstruction of a P frame.

EP = fP ∗ pP (5)

The probability pP is the joint probability that the P frame
was both successfully transmitted (gP ) and the probability
that the reference frame the P-frame depends on was suc-
cessfully reconstructed. This gives us:

pP = gP ∗ pR (6)

An expression for pR depends on the relative frame rates of
I- and P-frames. If the P-frame rate is less than or equal
to the I-frame rate, then we expect at most one P-frame
between any two I-frames, This means that all P-frames will
simply depend on the I-frame that precedes it. This yields
the expression:

pR = pI ; when fP ≤ fI (7)

Substituting the expression for pI defined in equation 3:

pR =
f∗

I

fI
; when fP ≤ fI (8)

This yields:

pP = gP
f∗

I

fI
; when fP ≤ fI (9)

We now turn to the case when fP > fI . If the P-frame rate
is greater than the I-frame rate, the average number of P-
frames between two I-frames is greater than 1. In this case
some proportion of the P-frames will depend on an I-frame
and the remaining P-frames will depend on P-frames. Since
the first P-frame following every I-frame will depend on that
I-frame, the proportion of the P-frames that depend on an
I-frame will simply be the ratio of the I-frame rate to the
P-frame rate. This proportion is simply fI

fP
. The remaining

proportion of P-frames will depend on a preceding P-frame.
This proportion is simply 1 − fI

fP
which can rewritten as

fP −fI
fP

. Thus, the expression for pR when fP > fI is:

pR =
fI

fP
pI +

fP − fI

fP
pP ; when fP > fI (10)

We can replace pI with the expression defined in equation 3
and simplify to:

pR =
f∗

I

fP
+

fP − fI

fP
pP ; when fP > fI (11)

Substituting this expression for pR into equation 6 and solv-
ing for pP yields:

pP =
gP f∗

I

fP − gP (fP − fI)
; when fP > fI (12)

The gP term of the numerator can be pulled out in front,

and the gP term in the denominator can be replaced by
f∗

P
fP

(a rearrangement of the definition of f∗
P ):

pP = gP
f∗

I

fP − f∗
P +

f∗
P

fP
fI

; when fP > fI (13)

We now have a full expression for pP as:

pP =




gP
f∗

I
fI

; when fP ≤ fI

gP
f∗

I

fP −f∗
P

+
f∗

P
fP

fI

; when fP > fI

(14)

Substituting this expression for pP back into equation 5 and
combining the initial fP ∗ gP into f∗

P gives us the full ex-
pression for EP as:



EP =




f∗
P f∗

I
fI

; when fP ≤ fI

f∗
P f∗

I

fP −f∗
P

+
f∗

P
fP

fI

; when fP > fI

(15)

3.3.3 EB

We construct an expression for EB in much the same way
as for EP . Define pB as the probability of successful re-
construction of a B-frame giving us a starting point for EB

as:

EB = fB ∗ pB (16)

The probability for successful reconstruction of a B-frame
is the joint probability of successful transmission (i.e., gB)
and the probability of successful reconstruction of the ref-
erence frames that the B-frame depends on. If the B-frame
precedes a P-frame temporally, the B-frame only depends
on the future P-frame. The reference frame that preceded
the B-frame does not need to be considered since the prob-
ability of its successful reconstruction is already factored
into the probability of successful reconstruction of the fu-
ture P-frame. If the B-frame precedes an I-frame, then the
frame depends on both this I-frame and the reference frame
that precedes it which may be either an I- or P- frame. In
this case, the B-frame depends explicitly on both reference
frames because there is no relationship between the I-frame
that follows the B-frame and the reference frame that pre-
ceded the B-frame.

To arrive at an expression for pB , we must be able to de-
termine what portion of the B-frames are only dependent
on a subsequent P-frame, what portion of the B-frames are
dependent on both a subsequent I-frame and a preceding
P-frame, and what portion of B-frames are dependent on
two I-frames. To determine these portions, we will once
again consider the two different cases of when fP ≤ fI and
fP > fI . We assume that B-frames are smoothly distributed
between I- and P-frames.

When fP ≤ fI , at most one P-frame will exist between any
two I-frames. All B-frames in the interval before a P-frame
will depend only on that P-frame (again, because the suc-
cessful reconstruction of the preceding I-frame is factored
into the reconstruction of the P-frame). These intervals oc-
cur in the same proportion as P-frames occur within the
total rate of I- and P-frames. Since we assume that B-
frames are evenly inserted into the intervals between I- and
P-frames, this allows us to define the portion of B-frames
that depend on only a P-frame as:

fP

fP + fI
(17)

Similarly, all B-frames in the interval after a P-frame will
depend on both the preceding P-frame and the subsequent
I-frame. Since the I- and P-frame are not related, these B-
frames depend on both. The proportion of B-frames that

follow a P-frame is the same proportion of B-frames that
precede a P-frame. Thus, equation 17 also expresses what
portion of B-frames are in this condition.

The remaining B-frames occur in intervals between two I-
frames and thus depend on the successful reconstruction of
two independent I-frames. We can find this portion by sim-
ply calculating what is left out of the two previous portions
as in:

1− 2

(
fP

fP + fI

)
(18)

Which reduces to:

fI − fP

fP + fI
(19)

Using pI and pP as the probability of successful reconstruc-
tion for I- and P-frames as in the previous subsection, we
can express pB when fP ≤ fI as:

pB = gB

(
fP

fP + fI
pP +

fP

fP + fI
pP pI +

fI − fP

fP + fI
p2

I

)
when fP ≤ fI

(20)

Rearranging terms and substituting expressions for pI (from
equation 4) and pP (from equation 14 under the same con-
dition fP ≤ fI):

pB = gB

(
fP

fP + fI
gB

f∗
I

fI

(
1 +

f∗
I

fI

)
+

(fI − fP )f
∗
I

2

(fP + fI)f2
I

)
when fP ≤ fI

(21)

Combining fP ∗ gP into f∗
P and rearranging terms, we get:

pB = gB

(
f∗

I

(fP + fI)fI

(
f∗

P + f∗
I +

f∗
I

fI
(f∗

P − fP )

))
when fP ≤ fI

(22)

Now we consider the case when fP > fI . In this case, at
most one I-frame exists between any two P-frames. Thus,
no B-frame exists between two I-frames. B-frames that pre-
cede a P-frame depend only on that P-frame. Again, this
is because the probability of reconstruction of the preced-
ing reference frame is already factored into the probability
of reconstruction of the P-frame. B-frames that precede an



I-frame are dependent on the I-frame and the preceding P-
frame. Again, we know that the preceding reference frame
will be a P frame since fP > fI meaning that at least one
P-frame exists between any two I-frames.

The fraction of B-frames that precede a P-frame is the frac-
tion of P-frames within the total rate of I- and P-frames,
or:

fP

fP + fI
(23)

Similarly, the fraction of B-frames that depend on both an
I- and a P-frames is simply the fraction of B-frames that
precede an I-frame, or:

fI

fP + fI
(24)

Using pI and pP as the probability of successful reconstruc-
tion for I and P frames as in the previous sections, we can
express pB when fP > fI as:

pB = gB

(
fP

fP + fI
pP +

fI

fP + fI
pIpP

)
when fP > fI (25)

Rearranging terms and substituting expressions for pI (from
equation 4) and pP (from equation 14 under the same con-
dition fP > fI):

pB = gB


 fP gP f∗

I

(fP + fI)(fP − f∗
P +

f∗
P

fP
fI)


 (

1 +
fIf∗

I

fP fI

)

when fP > fI

(26)

Canceling terms and replacing fP gP with f∗
P , we arrive at:

pB = gB


 f∗

P f∗
I

(fP + fI)(fP − f∗
P +

f∗
P

fP
fI)


 (

1 +
f∗

I

fP

)

when fP > fI

(27)

Our full expression for pB is then:

pB =




gB

(
f∗

I
(fP +fI )fI

(
f∗

P + f∗
I +

f∗
I

fI
(f∗

P − fP )
))

when fP ≤ fI

gB

(
f∗

P f∗
I

(fP +fI )(fP −f∗
P

+
f∗

P
fP

fI )

) (
1 +

f∗
I

fP

)
when fP > fI

(28)

Substituting this expression for pB back into equation 16
and combining the initial fBgB into f∗

B gives us the full
expression for EB as:

EB =




f∗
B

(
f∗

I
(fP +fI )fI

(
f∗

P + f∗
I +

f∗
I

fI
(f∗

P − fP )
))

when fP ≤ fI

f∗
B

(
f∗

P f∗
I

(fP +fI )(fP −f∗
P

+
f∗

P
fP

fI )

) (
1 +

f∗
I

fP

)
when fP > fI

(29)

3.3.4 The Full Expression for E
Combining the previous results for EI , EP , and EB , the full
expression for the estimated reconstructed frame rate is:

E() =




f∗
I +

f∗
P f∗

I
fI

+

f∗
B

(
f∗

I
(fP +fI )fI

(
f∗

P + f∗
I +

f∗
I

fI
(f∗

P − fP )
))

when fP ≤ fI

f∗
I +

f∗
P f∗

I

fP −f∗
P

+
f∗

P
fP

fI

+

f∗
B

(
f∗

P f∗
I

(fP +fI )(fP −f∗
P

+
f∗

P
fP

fI )

) (
1 +

f∗
I

fP

)
when fP > fI

(30)

The general model has a number of notable features.

• When fI == fP , the two halves of the model reduce
to each other. This property serves as a sanity check
that the two halves of the model properly capture the
temporal relationships when fI and fP are nearly the
same. This is important because the construction of
the model relies on inferring the relationship a B-frame
has with its reference frames from the relative genera-
tion rates of the two reference frame types.

• The model relies only on frame generation rates and
successful frame transmission rates. To instantiate
the model for a specific transmission scheme, the rela-
tionship between frame generation rates and successful
frame transmission rates must be captured by specific
forms for gI , gP , gB . However, the general model could
be used as a way to predict the effect of changes in
frame generation rates by measuring f∗

I , f∗
P , and f∗

B

for an MPEG stream and then extrapolating values for
gI , gP , and gB .



• The model provides for type-specific behavior. By using
separate abstract functions to represent the frame gen-
eration rates and transmission probabilities for each
frame type, the model can be used capture the effects
of frame type-specific features that the transmission
scheme may include. An example that we will de-
velop in the next section is an FEC scheme that af-
fords different levels of protection to the different types
of frames. One drawback of the model is that pat-
tern position-specific behavior can not be captured.
In other words, the effects of a transmission scheme
which treats the first P-frame after an I-frame differ-
ently than the second P-frame after an I-frame, and so
on, can not be captured.

4. INSTANTIATING THE GENERAL MODEL
FOR ADAPTIVE FEC

To instantiate the general model, we must provide instan-
tiations of the abstract functions fI(.), fP (.), fB(.), gI(.),
gP (.), and gB(.). This section provides one such instanti-
ation for an adaptive FEC scheme. In this specific case,
the problem is cast as a rate allocation decision. Given the
available bandwidth budget in terms of packets per second,
we assign a specific packet rate to the generation of each
frame type and to the generation of FEC for each frame
type. Given the frame size (in packets) for each frame type,
the bandwidth budget, the rate allocation, and the proba-
bility of packet loss, we construct expressions for each of the
abstract functions required. Packet losses are assumed to be
independent.

4.1 Input Parameters
The parameters to our problem are:

R The total number of packets produced per second.

l The probability of loss for any given packet.

sI The size of an I-frame in packets.

sP The size of a P-frame in packets.

sB The size of a B-frame in packets.

acode The percentage of packets allocated for coding MPEG
picture data (i.e., not allocated to FEC).

aref The percentage of coding packets (i.e., of R ∗ acode)
that are allocated to coding reference frames.

aI The percentage of reference frame coding packets that
are allocated to coding I-frames.

aFECref The percentage of FEC packets (i.e., of R ∗ (1.0−
acode)) that are allocated to protecting reference frames.

aFECI The percentage of reference FEC packets that are
allocated to protecting I-frames.

In this formulation, the packet rate R is divided by the per-
centages acode, aref , aI , aFECref , and aFECI . Each per-
centage represents a different dimension of the allocation
decision. The size of I-, P-, and B-frames is assumed to be
constant within a picture type. We can think of these static

frame sizes as representing the scene content complexity rel-
ative to compression. Thus, a particular set of values for
these sizes reflects assumptions about scene complexity.

4.2 Frame Rates
First, we recombine the input parameters to define type-
specific frame rates and determine the average number of
FEC packets generated per frame. Thus defining fI , fP ,
and fB as:

fI =
(R ∗ acode ∗ aref ∗ aI)

sI
(31)

fP =
(R ∗ acode ∗ aref ∗ (1.0− aI))

sP
(32)

fB =
(R ∗ acode ∗ (1.0− aref ))

sB
(33)

4.3 Frame Transmission Probabilities
From the above expressions for the frame type-specific gen-
eration rates, we can calculate the average number of FEC
packets generated per I, P, or B frame as:

s∗I =
(R ∗ (1.0− acode) ∗ aFECref ∗ aFECI )

fI
(34)

s∗P =
(R ∗ (1.0− acode) ∗ aFECref ∗ (1.0− aFECI ))

fP
(35)

s∗B =
(R ∗ (1.0− acode) ∗ (1.0− aFECref ))

fB
(36)

For each I-frame, sI packets are used to code the frame
and on average s∗I packets are provided as FEC protection.
Similarly, sP is the P-frame size, s∗P is the average number
of FEC packets per P-frame, sB is the B-frame size, and s∗B
is the average number of FEC packets per B-frame.

In general, an FEC scheme in which n packets of data are
protected by an additional k packets of redundancy, requires
any n of these n+k packets to successfully recover the orig-
inal data. Given n, k, and a specific independent packet
loss probability l, we can define the function g(n, k, l) as the
probability of recovering the original data using a Bernoulli
model:

g(n, k, l) =

n+k∑
q=n

(
n + k

q

)
(1− l)qln+k−q (37)

The first thing to note is that (37) requires that n and k be
integers. Since n will correspond to sI , sP , or sB depending
on the frame type, we can restrict ourselves to input parame-
ters where this is the case. The number of FEC packets per
frame, however, is not an input to the problem. Instead,
these values (s∗I , s∗P , and s∗B) are calculated from the rate
allocation as per equations 34, 35, and 36. These equations



Scenario I Size P Size B Size Standard
Bit-rate

A 20 10 5 2.52 Mb/s
B 40 15 5 3.43 Mb/s
C 30 20 10 4.8 Mb/s

Table 1: Frame sizes for scenarios used for verifica-
tion.

calculate the number of FEC packets per frame on average.
To accommodate this, we can modify equation 37 to cal-
culate the average probability of successful transmission of
a frame of integer n packets with on average non-integer k
FEC packets as:

ĝ(n, k, l) = (�k� − k)g(n, �k�, l) +
(k − �k�)g(n, �k�, l) (38)

Thus, we can define gI , gP , and gB as:

gI = ĝ(sI , s∗I , l) (39)

gP = ĝ(sP , s∗P , l) (40)

gB = ĝ(sB , s∗B , l) (41)

With definitions for the abstract functions of the general
model in place, we now have a specific model for an adaptive
FEC scheme. Given a measure of loss, the reconstructed
frame rate achieved by a specific set of values for the rate
allocation variables can be predicted. This model could be
used to find the global optimal rate allocation for a static
loss probability. Or, the model could be used as part of
an adaptive on-line algorithm to find a local maxima in the
rate allocation parameter space as the loss probability is
continually measured and estimated.

5. MODEL VERIFICATION
To measure the accuracy of the FEC model, we wrote a sim-
ulator which simulated a frame generation process given a
target packet rate, the size of I-, P-, and B-frames in terms of
packets, and specific rate allocation values for acode, aref , ai,
aFECref , and aFECi. Each packet generated by the frame
generation process was chosen to be “lost” randomly with
probability l. A simulated decoding process recorded which
frames could be successfully decoded taking into account
dependencies between a frame and any reference frames it
may depend on. We ran the simulation for three different
frame size scenarios. Table 1 summarizes the three differ-
ent scenarios. Frame sizes are given in terms of packets per
frame. The column labeled “Standard Bit-rate” contains
the corresponding bit-rate associated with each scenario if
the standard 15 frame pattern described in Section 3.1 was
used with 1500 byte packets at 30 frames per second.

For each scenario, six different target packet rates were sim-
ulated. For each target packet rate, eight different loss prob-
abilities were simulated. Each rate allocation parameter was
allowed to take one of five values. All combinations of pos-

Parameter Values
Packet Rate 220, 260, 300, 340, 380, 420

Loss Probability .001, .005., .01, .02,
.04, .06, .08, .10

Rate Allocation .1, .3, .5, .7, .9
Variables

Table 2: Parameter settings used for verification.

Prediction Variance
Error

I-Frame Rate 0.7% 0.0002
Scenario A P-Frame Rate 3.1% 0.004

B-Frame Rate 3.4% 0.005
Total Rate 2.9% 0.003

I-Frame Rate 1.4% 0.001
Scenario B P-Frame Rate 4.3% 0.007

B-Frame Rate 5.7% 0.013
Total Rate 4.9% 0.009

I-Frame Rate 0.6% 0.0002
Scenario C P-Frame Rate 2.7% 0.004

B-Frame Rate 3.5% 0.007
Total Rate 2.5% 0.003

Overall 3.4% 0.005

Table 3: Model Prediction Error From Simulation

sible rate allocation parameters were tested. In all, 150000
different combinations were tested for each of the three dif-
ferent scenarios. Table 2 summarizes these parameter set-
tings.

Each simulation was allowed to run until 5000 frames were
generated. For each simulation, we calculate the difference
between the reconstructed frame rate of the simulator and
the reconstructed frame rate predicted by the model. This
difference is the prediction error. We express this difference
as a percentage of the prediction. Table 3 lists the resulting
prediction error broken out by scenario and frame type as
well as the overall average prediction error for all the sim-
ulations. Overall, the model has extremely good predictive
power relative to the simulation. Error, however, does seem
to increase with the size of a frame in packets.

6. COUPLING ADAPTIVE FEC TO TCP-
FRIENDLY RATE CONTROL

In this section we demonstrate how we might use our adap-
tive FECmodel to explore joint source/channel coding trade-
offs. We use the TCP-equation given in [12] to calculate
the TCP-compatible available bandwidth. The equation is
expressed as:

X =
s

R
√

2bp
3

+ tRTO(3
√

3bp
8
)p(1 + 32p2)

(42)

where X is the transmit rate (bytes/sec), s is the packet size
(bytes), R is the round trip time (sec), p is the loss event
rate on the interval [0,1.0], tRTO is the TCP retransmission
timeout (sec), and b is the number of packets acknowledged
by a single TCP acknowledgment.



Parameter Value
Round Trip Time 50 ms

Round Trip Time Variance .005
I-frame Size 20 packets
P-frame Size 12 packets
B-frame Size 3 packets

Table 4: Parameters for experiment coupled with
equation-based TCP rate control.
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Figure 2: Frame rates for optimal allocation vs. loss
probability.

The TCP-equation allows us to relate the available packet
rate to the channel characteristics of loss and round trip
time. To explore JSCC tradeoffs with our adaptive FEC
model, we establish a hypothetical situation by setting val-
ues for round trip time, round trip time variance, and frame
sizes. These values are listed in Table 4. Using these values,
we calculate the packet rate associated with different loss
rates and for each loss rate, search the allocation param-
eter space for an allocation that maximizes our predicted
reconstructed frame rate. This optimization was done in
two steps. In the first step, local maximums were searched
in the entire parameter space using a coarse-grained brute
force. These local maximums were then used as starting
points for a fine-grained gradient climbing optimization in
the second step. The optimal rate allocation is chosen from
the results in the second step that gives the maximum re-
constructed frame rate. The solution is constrained to a
maximum generated frame rate of 30 frames per second and
a minimum ratio of reference frames (i.e., I- and P- frames)
to all frames of 1/3.

The results are shown in Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4.
Figure 2 shows the frame type-specific generated frame rates
(i.e., fI , fP , and fB from the model) as well as the total
generated frame rate and the predicted reconstructed frame
rate. Figure 3 shows the ratio of redundant data to frame

data for each frame type (i.e.,
s∗I
sI
,

s∗P
sP

, and
s∗B
sB

from the

model). Finally Figure 4 shows the ratio of P-frames gener-

ated to I-frames generated (i.e., fP
fI
).

From this simple experiment we can see a number of in-
teresting effects. Below, 1% loss, the TCP-equivalent rate is
much higher than the number of packets required to generate
30 frames per second. Because we constrain the generation
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Figure 3: Ratio of redundant data to frame data by
type vs. loss probability.
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Figure 4: Ratio of P-frames to I-frames vs. loss
probability.

processes to a combined rate of 30 frames per second, all of
the excess bandwidth is used for redundancy. When excess
bandwidth does not exists (i.e. loss is greater than 1%),
B-frames are afforded no FEC protection, while I- and P-
frames are still protected. Surprisingly, the levels of protec-
tion given to I- and P- frames remains relatively flat, even
as loss increases. Instead, the number of P-frames gener-
ated between I-frames is reduced. We can infer that in this
regime, frame pattern (i.e., source coding) is more effective
than additional redundancy (i.e., channel coding).

We were also surprised to see that the level of protection for
I-frames is lower than that for P-frames. Given the impor-
tance of I-frames1, we had expected that I-frames would be
given more protection than P-frames. This again demon-
strates the efficiency of the joint source/channel coding con-
cept. Instead of using more redundant data to protect large
I-frames, it seems to be more efficient in some regimes to
change the interframe dependencies by changing the frame
type pattern. The packet rate that would have been allo-
cated for protecting I-frames is spent on P- and B-frames
to get more frames to the receiver. As the loss probability
rises to 4%, it is necessary to increase the level of protec-
tion for I- and P-frames to cope with packet loss. Source
coding benefits from the increased level of protection for I-
frames and prompts changes to the frame-type pattern by
increasing the number of P-frames between I-frames.

1If an I-frame is lost, all following P-frames and B-frames
cannot be decoded until the next I-frame is received.



Of course, this experiment is somewhat simplified. Round
trip time and loss are not completely independent. Also the
values chosen for I-, P-, and B-frame size are somewhat ad
hoc. Our goal, however, was to demonstrate how the model
can be used to explore joint source/channel coding tradeoffs
that arise from the complex temporal dependencies of the
MPEG frame structure. Without this model, these tradeoffs
are not easily seen. The model exposes these tradeoffs and
reveals their shape, allowing them to be mapped against the
parameters of the MPEG stream and of the specific trans-
mission scheme in use.

7. SUMMARY
We presented a general model for predicting the reconstructed
frame rate of an MPEG stream which captures the tempo-
ral dependencies between I-, P-, and B-frames. This model
relies on abstract functions to represent type-specific frame
generation and transmission processes. The general model
is instantiated by providing specific functions for a partic-
ular encoding and transmission scheme. We provide one
such instantiation for an adaptive FEC scheme. We ver-
ify the predictive power of this model by comparing it to
the results of a simulation. We found that the prediction
error between the model and the simulation was less than
5% over a wide array of possible parameter values. Finally,
we demonstrated how the model can be used by searching
for optimal FEC allocations for a range of loss probabili-
ties given a TCP-equivalent packet rate and specific channel
and media characteristics. The model reveals that the opti-
mal redundancy levels for I- and P-frames remains relatively
static as the loss probability increases from 1% to 4%, while
the optimal ratio of P-frames to I-frames decreases. In this
particular case, we learn that for this range of loss probabil-
ities, additional redundancy is not as effective as changes to
the frame-type pattern. We believe the value of our model
is in providing a basis for investigating these types of joint
source/channel coding tradeoffs.
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